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In Rips complexes and covers in the uniform category (Brodskiy et al. [4]) we deﬁne, following
James (1990) [9], covering maps of uniform spaces and introduce, inspired by Berestovskii
and Plaut (2007) [2], the concept of generalized uniform covering maps. In this paper
we investigate when these covering maps are induced by group actions which allows
us to relate our covering maps to those in Berestovskii and Plaut (2007) [2]. Also, as an
application of our results we present an exposition of Prajs’ (2002) [16] homogeneous curve
that is path-connected but not locally connected.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A covering map p : C → X is a continuous surjection such that for every x ∈ X there is an evenly covered neighborhood U
of x, i.e., f −1(U ) is the disjoint union of open sets, each of which are mapped homeomorphically onto U . One can prove
that covering maps have unique path lifting. This unique path lifting can then be used to prove the general lifting property
of covering maps. A map f : Z → X from a path connected and locally path connected space Z has a lift f˜ : Z → C if and
only if f∗(π1(Z)) ⊂ p∗(π1(C)). Also, if the lift exists then it is unique.
Of particular interest there are universal covering maps, i.e., covering maps p : C → X where C is simply connected.
These are important because for such maps, π1(X, x0) is in bijective correspondence with the subset p−1(x0) of C .
This traditional covering space theory works well for spaces that behave nicely with respect to paths. The lifting property
only works for maps from path connected and locally path connected spaces. Also, the existence of a universal covering
space is only guaranteed for path connected, locally path connected, and semilocally simply connected spaces. For such
spaces, the endpoint map p : X˜ → X where X˜ is the set of ﬁxed endpoint homotopy classes of paths in X starting at some
basepoint is the universal covering map.
One approach to extend covering space theory to spaces that are not so nice is to drop the requirement of existence
of evenly covered neighborhoods. Most if not all of the applications of covering space theory hold provided the map has
unique path lifting. In particular the lifting property and the correspondence theorem mentioned above still hold. Fischer
and Zastrow [8] take this approach by asking when p : X˜ → X has unique path lifting. In this case X˜ is guaranteed to be
simply connected. It is shown that, provided X is path connected, p has unique path lifting if the natural homomorphism
π1(X) → πˇ1(X) from the fundamental group of X to the ﬁrst shape groups of X is a monomorphism.
Another approach is to drop the consideration of paths altogether. One can shift the focus from paths to chains, the
discrete version of paths. Chains cannot be effectively deﬁned for arbitrary topological spaces but can be deﬁned for metric
spaces. In a metric space, an -chain can be deﬁned as a ﬁnite sequence x0, . . . , xn where d(xi, xi+1)  for each 0 i < n.
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Berestovskii and Plaut [2]. A (generalized) covering map is deﬁned as a projection X → X/G where G is a particular type of
group action on X . A (generalized) universal covering space is constructed for a class of spaces called coverable spaces. An
analog to the fundamental group is deﬁned as well as an analog to the lifting property.
In [4] we extend the ideas of Berestovskii and Plaut by providing a deﬁnition for generalized uniform covering maps
that does not rely on group actions. We provide an alternate approach to deﬁning the generalized universal covering space
introduced by Berestovskii and Plaut and prove that this space is indeed universal in a particular category. In addition, we
relate elements of this generalized universal covering space to generalized paths of Krasinkiewicz and Minc [10] and prove
that the generalized fundamental group introduced by Berestovskii and Plaut is isomorphic to the ﬁrst shape group for
metric continua.
In the same paper we also deﬁne uniform covering maps which were introduced by James [9].
In this paper we explore when the action of a group on a uniform space induces a uniform covering map or a generalized
uniform covering map. These results allow us to relate our deﬁnition of generalized uniform covering maps to that of
Berestovskii and Plaut. Then, as an application, we provide an exposition of J. Prajs’ [16] example of a homogeneous curve
that is path-connected but not locally connected. We thank Misha Levin for suggesting that we include such an exposition.
2. Deﬁnitions and results from “Rips complexes and covers in the uniform category”
We will discuss exclusively symmetric subsets E of X × X (that means (x, y) ∈ E implies (y, x) ∈ E) and the natural
notation here (see [15]) is to use f (E) for the set of pairs ( f (x), f (y)), where f : X → Y is a function. Similarly, f −1(E) is
the set of pairs (x, y) so that ( f (x), f (y)) ∈ E if f : X → Y and E ⊂ Y × Y .
The ball B(x, E) at x of radius E is the set of all y ∈ X satisfying (x, y) ∈ E .
A uniform structure on X is a family E of symmetric subsets E of X × X (called entourages) that contain the diagonal
of X × X , form a ﬁlter (that means E1 ∩ E2 ∈ E if E1, E2 ∈ E and F1 ∈ E if F2 ∈ E and F2 ⊂ F1), and every G1 ∈ E admits
G ∈ E so that G2 ⊂ G1 (G2 consists of pairs (x, z) ∈ X × X so that there is y ∈ X satisfying (x, y) ∈ G and (y, z) ∈ G).
A basis F of a uniform structure E is a subfamily F of E so that for every entourage E there is a subset F ∈F of E .
There are various equivalent deﬁnitions of a uniform covering map. In order to treat these, we need some preliminary
deﬁnitions.
Deﬁnition 2.1. A map f : X → Y of uniform spaces generates a uniform structure on Y if { f (E): E is an entourage of X}
is a basis of a uniform structure on Y . Once Y is equipped with the structure generated by { f (E): E is an entourage of X},
we say f generates the uniform structure on Y .
It is easy to see f generates the uniform structure on Y if and only if f is uniformly continuous and the images of
entourages of X under f are entourages of Y . Berestovskii and Plaut call such a function bi-uniformly continuous.
Given a uniform space X and an entourage E of X , Berestovskii and Plaut consider E-chains in X . An E-chain is a ﬁnite
sequence x0, . . . , xn such that (xi, xi+1) ∈ E for all 0 i < n. Just like in the setting of paths, we wish to have the concept
of homotopies between E-chains. Berestovskii and Plaut successfully deﬁned such homotopies. In [4] we give an equivalent
formulation in terms of path homotopies. In order to give this formulation we need to introduce Rips complexes.
Deﬁnition 2.2. Given an entourage E of a uniform space X and a subset A ⊂ X , A is E-bounded if for each x, y ∈ A,
(x, y) ∈ E . Equivalently, A × A ⊂ E .
Deﬁnition 2.3. Given an entourage E of X the Rips complex R(X, E) is the subcomplex of the full complex over X whose
simplices are ﬁnite E-bounded subsets of X .
We consider homotopy classes of paths in R(X, E) joining two of its vertices. Since the identity function Kw → Km ,
K a simplicial complex, from K equipped with the CW (weak) topology to K equipped with the metric topology is a
homotopy equivalence (see [13, p. 302]), we can choose either topology for R(X, E).
The simplest path in R(X, E) is the edge-path e(x, y) starting from x and ending at y so that (x, y) ∈ E . Any E-chain in X
can be realized as a concatenation of edge-paths in R(X, E). We say two E-chains are E-homotopic if the corresponding
paths in R(X, E) are homotopic rel. endpoints.
Given f : X → Y and an entourage E of X notice it induces a natural simplicial map f E : R(X, E) → R(Y , f (E)) by the
formula f E(
∑n
i=1 ti · xi) =
∑n
i=1 ti · f (xi).
A uniform space X is called chain connected if for any two points x, y ∈ X and any entourage E of X there is an
E-chain x = x1, . . . , xn = y. Equivalently, every Rips complex R(X, E) is connected.
Deﬁnition 2.4. A surjective function f : X → Y from a uniform space X has the chain lifting property if for any entourage E
of X there is an entourage F of X such that any f (F )-chain in Y starting from f (x0) can be lifted to an E-chain starting
from x0.
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there is an entourage F of X such that any two F -chains α and β satisfying f (α) = f (β) are equal if they originate from
the same point.
We say that a function has the unique chain lifting property if it has the chain lifting property and the uniqueness of
chain lifts property.
If a function f : X → Y has chain lifting then it generates a uniform structure on Y .
Theorem 2.5. Given a map f : X → Y that generates the uniform structure on Y , the following are equivalent.
(1) There is a basis E for the uniform structure on X such that for each E ∈ E , f maps B(x, E) bijectively onto B( f (x), f (E)).
(2) There is a basis E for the uniform structure on X such that for each E ∈ E , the induced map f E : R(X, E) → R(Y , f (E)) is a
simplicial covering map.
(3) (a) For each entourage E of X there is an entourage F of Y such that if (x, y) ∈ F and f (x′) = x there is a y′ ∈ X with (x′, y′) ∈ E.
(b) There is an entourage E0 of X such that if (x, y) ∈ E0 and f (x) = f (y) then x = y.
(4) f has the unique chain lifting property.
We call a simplicial map a simplicial covering map if it is a topological cover.
For the equivalence of (3) and (4), we have in particular that (3)(a) is equivalent to chain lifting and (3)(b) is equivalent
to uniqueness of chain lifts. The entourage in (3)(b) is said to be transverse [9] to f .
Deﬁnition 2.6. A uniform covering map is a map f : X → Y between uniform spaces that generates the uniform structure
on Y and satisﬁes one of the equivalent conditions in Theorem 2.5.
This deﬁnition is equivalent to that of James. A uniform covering map is a topological covering map and a uniform space
has a universal uniform covering space if and only if it is a uniform Poincaré space, i.e., is path connected, uniformly locally
path connected, and uniformly semilocally simply connected. See [4] for the appropriate deﬁnitions.
Referring back to Theorem 2.5, (1) helps to indicate that it is related to classical covering maps but is not very useful
in practice. Statement (2) also gives a connection to classical covering maps and is interesting in its own right as Rips
complexes are also vital for generalized uniform covering maps. The characterization that is most useful in practice is (3).
Version (4) concisely states the essence of uniform covering maps and also relates uniform covering maps to generalized
uniform covering maps.
Berestovskii and Plaut consider, for each entourage E , a space of ﬁxed endpoint homotopy classes of paths starting at a
ﬁxed basepoint. They then consider the inverse limit of these spaces as E runs over all entourages of X . In [4] we relate
elements of this inverse limit to generalized paths deﬁned by Krasinkiewicz and Minc.
We deﬁne a uniform generalized path as a collection {[cE ]}E of homotopy classes of paths [cE ] in R(X, E) joining
ﬁxed x ∈ X to y ∈ X such that for all entourages F ⊂ E , cF is homotopic to cE in R(X, E) rel. endpoints. The set of
uniform generalized paths originating at a point x0 ∈ X is denoted GP(X, x0). To describe the uniform structure that we
give GP(X, x0) let us ﬁrst introduce some terminology. Given a uniform generalized path α = {[cE ]}E from x to y, call α
E-short if cE is homotopic rel. endpoints in R(X, E) to the edge-path e(x, y). Notice we require (x, y) ∈ E . Now, given an
entourage E of X , deﬁne a basic entourage E∗ of GP(X, x0) to be all pairs (α,β), α,β ∈ GP(X, x0), such that α−1β is E-short.
With this uniform structure, GP(X, x0) is uniformly equivalent to Berestovskii and Plaut’s universal generalized cover.
We are now ready to deﬁne a generalized uniform covering map.
Deﬁnition 2.7. A map f : X → Y between uniform spaces that generates the uniform structure on Y is a generalized
uniform covering map if
(1) f has chain lifting,
(2) f has approximate uniqueness of chain lifts,
(3) f has uniform generalized path lifting.
A map f : X → Y has approximate uniqueness of chain lifts if for each entourage E of X there is an entourage F of X
such that any two F -chains in X originating at the same point are E-close if their images under f are identical. Two chains
c1, . . . , cn and d1, . . . ,dn are E-close if (ci,di) ∈ E for each i  n.
In this paper we do not deal with uniform generalized path lifting. Instead we use the following result.
Proposition 2.8. Suppose a map f : X → Y generates the uniform structure on Y . If f has chain lifting, approximate uniqueness of
chain lifts, and complete ﬁbers then it is a generalized uniform covering map. If X has a countable basis of entourages then the converse
is true.
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the group of uniform generalized loops at x0. It is isomorphic to Berestovskii and Plaut’s analog to the fundamental group
which they call the deck group and, for metric continua, is also isomorphic to the ﬁrst shape group.
3. Group actions and covering maps
In this section we address the issue of when a left group action of G on a uniform space X induces a uniform covering
map or a generalized uniform covering map. As usual, we restrict our attention to faithful group actions (that means g ·x = x
for all x ∈ X implies g = 1 ∈ G) — the reason is one can replace G by G/H , where H is the stabilizer of X . We do not assume
that the action is by uniform equivalences as it is assumed in [9,2].
Recall the action of G on X is neutral [9, Deﬁnition 6.2 on p. 90] if for each entourage E of X there is an entourage F
of X such that (x,h · y) ∈ F implies existence of g ∈ G so that (g · x, y) ∈ E .
Proposition 3.1. Let G be a group acting on a uniform space X. The projection p : X → X/G has the chain lifting property if and only
if the action is neutral.
Proof. Suppose the action is neutral and E , F are entourages of X such that (x,h · y) ∈ F implies existence of g ∈ G so that
(g · x, y) ∈ E . Assume y1, . . . , yk is a p(F )-chain in X/G . To show it lifts to an E-chain in X it suﬃces to consider the case
k = 2. Suppose p(y) = y1. Choose (x, y′) ∈ F so that p(x) = y2 and p(y′) = y1. There is h ∈ G satisfying y′ = h · y. Since p is
neutral, there is g ∈ G so that (g · x, y) ∈ E . Thus the chain y1, y2 lifts to an E-chain y, g · x.
Now suppose any p(F )-chain in X/G lifts to an E-chain. Given (x,h · y) ∈ F lift the p(F )-chain {p(h · y), p(x)} to an
E-chain {y, z}. Notice there is g ∈ G with z = g · x. 
Remark 3.2. Since a map that has chain lifting generates a uniform structure [4], if a group G acts neutrally on a uniform
space X we give X/G the uniform structure generated by the projection p : X → X/G .
Corollary 3.3. The projection p : X → X/G is a uniform covering map if and only if the action is neutral and there is an entourage E0
of X such that (x, g · x) ∈ E0 implies g · x = x.
Deﬁnition 3.4. Suppose a group G acts on a uniform space X . The action is called uniformly properly discontinuous if
there exists an entourage E of X such that for all x ∈ X the inclusion (x, g · x) ∈ E implies g = 1 ∈ G .
Our deﬁnition of uniformly properly discontinuous action is weaker than the one used by James [9] since we do not
assume that the group acts by uniform equivalences. In [2] an action that satisﬁes Deﬁnition 3.4 is called discrete.
Proposition 3.5. Let G be a group acting on a uniform space X. If the action is uniformly properly discontinuous, then the projec-
tion p : X → X/G has the uniqueness of chain lifts property.
Proof. Consider an entourage E of X such that for all x ∈ X the inclusion (x, g · x) ∈ E implies g = 1 ∈ G . We show that the
entourage E is transverse to p. Indeed, p(x) = p(y) implies there is g ∈ G such that y = g(x). Then (x, y) = (x, g · x) ∈ E
implies g = 1 ∈ G and y = x. 
Corollary 3.6. Suppose a group G acts on a uniform space X. If the action is neutral and uniformly properly discontinuous then the
projection p : X → X/G is a uniform covering map.
For the reverse implication we need some continuity of the action. Following Berestovskii and Plaut [2], given an action
of G on X and given an entourage F of X , we deﬁne the set S F = {h ∈ G | (xh,h · xh) ∈ F for some xh ∈ X}. Let GF be the
subgroup of G generated by S F .
Deﬁnition 3.7. Suppose a group G acts on a uniform space X . The action is small scale uniformly continuous if for each
entourage E of X there is an entourage F of X such that for each g ∈ GF , g−1(E) is an entourage of X .
Notice that small scale uniformly continuity implies uniform continuity only for elements of
⋂
E GE . For all other ele-
ments it requires continuity-type property at a certain scale only. Two extreme cases of small scale uniformly continuous
actions are:
• Actions by uniform equivalences — in this case each map g is uniformly continuous;
• Uniformly properly discontinuous actions — in this case GF = 1 for some F .
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formly continuous. If the projection p : X → X/G has the uniqueness of chain lifts property, then the action is uniformly properly
discontinuous.
Proof. There is an entourage E transverse to p, i.e., (x, g · x) ∈ E implies x = g · x. Since the action is faithful, it is enough
to show that if x = g · x for some x ∈ X and g ∈ G , then y = g · y for any y ∈ X . Assume there is y ∈ X with y = g · y. Since
x = g · x, we have g ∈ GF for any entourage F . By small scale uniform continuity of the action, there is an entourage F such
that g−1(F ) is an entourage of X and F 2 ⊂ E . Consider an F ∩ g−1(F )-chain α = {x0, . . . , xn} from x = x0 to y = xn . Then
g(α) is an F -chain. Choose the smallest i satisfying xi = g(xi). Notice (xi, g(xi)) ∈ F 2 as xi−1 = g(xi−1). Hence xi = g(xi),
a contradiction. 
Corollary 3.9. Suppose G is a group acting faithfully on a chain connected uniform space X. The action is small scale uniformly
continuous and the projection p : X → X/G is a uniform covering map if and only if the action is neutral and uniformly properly
discontinuous.
Recall G acts on X uniformly equicontinuously [9, Deﬁnition 6.1 on p. 89] if for every entourage E of X there is an
entourage F of X satisfying (g · x, g · y) ∈ E for all g ∈ G and (x, y) ∈ F . In [15] such an action is called equiuniform.
In [2] actions where X has a basis of G-invariant entourages are called isomorphic. An entourage E of X is G-invariant if
(x, y) ∈ E implies (g · x, g · y) ∈ E for all g ∈ G . Clearly if X has a basis of G-invariant entourages then the action is uniformly
equicontinuous. Let us see that the converse is true. Let F ′ =⋃g∈G g · F . F ′ is G-invariant and F ′ ⊂ E if (g · x, g · y) ∈ E for
all g ∈ G and (x, y) ∈ F .
Actions that are discrete and isomorphic are considered in [2] and the corresponding projection is called a discrete cover.
Corollary 3.10. A discrete covering map is a uniform covering map.
Proof. Uniformly equicontinuous actions are neutral. Use Corollary 3.6. 
Now we direct our attention to actions that induce generalized uniform covers. We consider a property that is related to
approximate uniqueness of chain lifts as uniform proper discontinuity is related to uniqueness of chain lifts.
Deﬁnition 3.11. Suppose a group G acts on a uniform space X . The action has small scale bounded orbits if for each
entourage E of X there is an entourage F of X so that the orbits of the induced action of GF on X are E-bounded.
Proposition 3.12. Suppose G acts small scale uniformly continuously on a chain connected uniform space X. If p : X → X/G has
approximate uniqueness of chain lifts property, then the action has small scale bounded orbits.
Proof. Given an entourage E of X choose an entourage F1 of X such that any two F1-chains α and β with a common
origin must be E-close if p(α) = p(β). Choose an entourage F of X so that g−1(F1) is an entourage for any g ∈ GF .
Suppose g ∈ GF . We wish to show that (x, g · x) ∈ E for every x ∈ X . Now g = h1 · · ·hn where hi ∈ S F for i  n, say
(yi,hi · yi) ∈ F . Consider the ﬁnite set P = {hi}ni=1 ∪ {(
∏i
j=1 h j)−1}ni=1 of elements of GF . Since g−1(F1) is an entourage for
each element g ∈ P , there is an entourage D of X such that g(D) ⊂ F1 for any g ∈ P .
For every i  n we consider a D-chain αi from (
∏i−1
j=1 h j) · x to yi . Then (hi · αi)−1 is an F1-chain from hi · yi
to (
∏i
j=1 h j) · x. Thus, the chain
α = α1 ∗ (h1 · α1)−1 ∗ · · · ∗ αn ∗ (hn · αn)−1
is an F1-chain from x to (
∏n
j=1 h j) · x = g · x.
Also, for every i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} consider the F1-chain βi = (∏i−1j=1 h j)−1 · αi starting at x. Notice that p(βi) = p(αi) and
p(β−1i ) = p((hi · αi)−1). Thus, the chain
β = β1 ∗ (β1)−1 ∗ · · · ∗ βn ∗ (βn)−1
is an F1-chain from x to x and p(β) = p(α). Therefore the endpoints of the chains α and β are E-close. 
For the reverse implication we need a stronger version of small scale uniform continuity.
Deﬁnition 3.13. Suppose a group G acts on a uniform space X . The action is small scale uniformly equicontinuous if for
each entourage E of X there are entourages D ⊂ F of X such that F 2 ⊂ E and for each g ∈ GF 2 we have g(D) ⊂ F .
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that small scale uniform equicontinuity is weaker than both uniform equicontinuity and the action being by uniform equiv-
alences.
Example 3.14. Let G be the free group generated by {xn}n1 and let Gk be its subgroup generated by {xn}nk . Deﬁne Ek as
all (x, y) ∈ G × G so that x · y−1 ∈ Gk and let X be G with the uniform structure generated by {Ek}k1.
(a) The action of G on X deﬁned by left multiplication is small scale uniformly equicontinuous but not uniformly equicon-
tinuous.
(b) The projection X → X/G is a generalized uniform covering map.
Proof. (a) Notice GEk = Gk and (x, y) ∈ Ek , g ∈ Gk , imply (g · x, g · y) ∈ Ek as (g · x) · (g · y)−1 = g · (x · y−1) · g−1 ∈ Gk . Also,
(Ek)2 = Ek since xz−1 = xy−1 yz−1 ∈ Gk if xy−1 ∈ Gk and yz−1 ∈ Gk .
(b) Obviously, p : X → X/G has the chain lifting property and the uniform generalized path lifting property. Suppose
y1, . . . , yk is an En-chain in X . Thus gm = ym · y−1m+1 ∈ Gn for all m < k and y1 · y−1k = g1 · · · · · gm−1 ∈ Gn . Hence (y1, yk) ∈ En
and any two En-lifts with the same origin of the constant chain in X/G are En-close. That means p has approximate
uniqueness of chain lifts property and it is a generalized uniform covering map. 
Proposition 3.15. Suppose G acts small scale uniformly equicontinuously on a uniform space X. If the action has small scale bounded
orbits then the projection p : X → X/G has approximate uniqueness of chain lifts.
Proof. Given an entourage E of X consider entourages D ⊂ F of X such that F 2 ⊂ E and for each g ∈ GF 2 we have g(D) ⊂ F
and (x, g · x) ∈ E for all x ∈ X .
Suppose there are D-chains α = {x0, . . . , xk} and γ = {z0, . . . , zk} in X that originate at the same point x0 = z0 and have
xi = gi · zi for some gi ∈ G , i  k. It suﬃces to show that gk ∈ GF 2 since then their endpoints zk and xk are E-close. Let us
use induction on k.
Suppose k = 1. Now (x0, x1) ∈ D ⊂ F and (x0, g1 · x1) ∈ D ⊂ F so (x1, g1 · x1) ∈ F 2 and g1 ∈ GF 2 .
Now suppose gk−1 ∈ GF 2 . Since (xk−1, xk) = (gk−1 · zk−1, xk) ∈ D , (zk−1, g−1k−1 · xk) ∈ F . We also have (zk−1, zk) ∈ D ⊂ F so
(g−1k−1 · xk, zk) = (g−1k−1gk · zk, zk) ∈ F 2. Therefore g−1k−1gk ∈ GF 2 so gk ∈ GF 2 . 
Since the deﬁnition of pro-discrete actions in [2] can be restated as uniformly equicontinuous actions that have small
scale bounded orbits, one gets the following:
Corollary 3.16. If G acts pro-discretely on a chain-connected space X, then the induced map p : X → X/G from X to the orbit
space X/G is a generalized uniform covering map if its ﬁbers are complete.
Proof. By Proposition 3.1 p has the chain lifting property since uniformly equicontinuous action is neutral. By Proposi-
tion 3.15 p has approximate uniqueness of chain lifts property and Proposition 2.8 says p is a generalized uniform covering
map. 
Recall that an action of a group G on a set X is called free if for all x ∈ X the equality x = g · x implies g = 1 ∈ G .
Corollary 3.17. Suppose G acts faithfully on a uniform Hausdorff space X. If the action has small scale bounded orbits, then the action
is free.
Proof. Suppose g · x0 = x0 for some g ∈ G . Hence g ∈ GF for all entourages F , then (g · x, x) ∈ E for all entourages E and all
x ∈ X . Since X is Hausdorff, g · x = x for all x ∈ X and g = 1 as the action is faithful. 
4. Uniform structures induced by group actions
There are two well-known uniform structures on the set XG of functions from G to X :
(1) Uniform convergence structure whose basis consists of entourages E∗X = {(u, v) | (u(g), v(g)) ∈ E for all g ∈ G}, where
E is any entourage of X .
(2) Pointwise uniform convergence structure whose basis consists of entourages E∗S = {(u, v) | (u(g), v(g)) ∈ E for all
g ∈ S}, where E is any entourage of X and S is any ﬁnite subset of G .
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(a) The action is through uniform equivalences if and only if φ is uniformly continuous when XG is equipped with the pointwise
convergence structure.
(b) The action is uniformly equicontinuous if and only if φ is uniformly continuous when XG is equipped with the uniform convergence
structure.
Proof. (a) Recall (see [9]) G acts through uniform equivalences if, given g ∈ G , the function x → g · x from X to X is
uniformly continuous.
Since the projection XG → X on the g-th coordinate is uniformly continuous, φ being uniformly continuous implies that,
given g ∈ G , the map x → g · x is uniformly continuous.
If the action is through uniform equivalences and S ⊂ G is ﬁnite, then for any entourage E of X and any g ∈ S we can
ﬁnd an entourage F g of X such that (x, y) ∈ F g implies (g · x, g · y) ∈ E . Pick F such that F ⊂ F g for all g ∈ S and notice
(x, y) ∈ F implies (φ(x),φ(y)) ∈ E∗S , i.e. φ is uniformly continuous.
(b) If the action is uniformly equicontinuous and E is an entourage of X , we pick an entourage F with the property
(x, y) ∈ F implies (g · x, g · y) ∈ E for all g ∈ G . Observe (x, y) ∈ F implies (φ(x),φ(y)) ∈ E∗X .
Conversely, if (x, y) ∈ F implies (φ(x),φ(y)) ∈ E∗X , then (x, y) ∈ F implies (g · x, g · y) ∈ E for all g ∈ G and uniform
continuity of φ implies uniform equicontinuity of the action. 
If a group G acts on a uniform space X , we consider two ways of creating uniform structure on G (for other uniform
structures on G see [14, Chapter IV]).
(1) Let E be an entourage of X . Deﬁne a symmetric subset E∗ of G × G as follows: (g,h) ∈ E∗ if (g · x,h · x) ∈ E for all
x ∈ X . Let {E∗} be a basis of the uniform convergence structure on G .
(2) To deﬁne a basis of small scale uniform convergence structure on G we consider the family {E¯}, where E is an
entourage of X and (g,h) ∈ E¯ if g · h−1 ∈ GE .
Proposition 4.2. Suppose G acts neutrally and freely on a uniform space X and let p : X → X/G be the induced map from X to the
orbit space X/G. The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) p is a uniform covering map.
(b) The uniform convergence structure on G is discrete.
Proof. Since the projection p has the chain lifting property by Proposition 3.1 it suﬃces to observe that the uniform con-
vergence structure on G is discrete if and only if there is an entourage E transverse to p. 
Proposition 4.3. Suppose that a group G acts small scale uniformly continuously and neutrally on a chain-connected space X. Let
p : X → X/G be the projection. Consider the following conditions:
(a) p is a generalized uniform covering map.
(b) The uniform convergence and the small scale uniform convergence structures on G are the same.
Condition (a) implies condition (b). If the ﬁbers of p are complete and the action of G is small scale uniformly equicontinuous, then (b)
implies (a).
Proof. (a) ⇒ (b). By Proposition 3.12 given an entourage E of X there is an entourage F such that the orbits of induced
action of GF on X are E-bounded. That implies F¯ ⊂ E∗ . Indeed, if g ·h−1 ∈ GF and y = h · x, (g · x,h · x) = ((g ·h−1) · y, y) ∈ E .
Since E∗ ⊂ E¯ for all E , the two structures are the same.
(b) ⇒ (a). By Proposition 3.1 p has the chain lifting property. If F¯ ⊂ E∗ , then the orbits of induced action of GF on X
are E-bounded. By Proposition 3.15 p has the approximate uniqueness of chain lifts property and by Proposition 2.8 it is a
generalized uniform covering map. 
5. Applications to continua theory
In this section we present a short exposition of a construction of a homogeneous curve P of J. Prajs [16] that is path-
connected but not locally connected. That construction is one of the most interesting results in continua theory in the last
decade, so it is worth pursuing a little bit different point of view on it.
The example of P in [16] was constructed as the inverse limit of ﬁnite regular covering maps of Menger sponge M over
itself. By [11] it leads to an action on P that induces a generalized uniform covering map and as such P is theoretically
realizable in the form of the orbit space GP(M,m0)/K for some subgroup K ⊂ πˇ1(M,m0) (see [12]). The purpose of this
section is to construct such group K and show the desired properties of GP(M,m0)/K using the theory developed in this
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example, our proof of path-connectedness of P is a real simpliﬁcation in comparison to [16].
Another simpliﬁcation is the use of Bestvina’s theory [3] of Menger manifolds, most notably the result that UV0-maps
between μ1-manifolds are near-homeomorphisms (consult [1] and [5] for basic results on inverse sequences and near-
homeomorphisms). That particular theorem serves very well as the lighthouse for what we are doing here regarding the
Menger sponge μ1 = M .
First, it makes sense to derive general properties of GP(M,m0)/K depending on K .
Theorem 5.1. Suppose M is a locally connected continuum, H is a transitive group of homeomorphisms of M, and K is a closed
subgroup of πˇ1(M,m0).
(a) If πˇ1(M,m0)/K is compact, then MK = GP(M,m0)/K is compact.
(b) If the set of free uniform generalized loops generated by K isH-invariant, then MK is homogeneous.
(c) If πˇ1(M,m0)/K is Abelian, then MK is path-connected.
(d) If there is a closed neighborhood N of m0 such that the image of the composition πˇ1(N,m0) → πˇ1(M,m0) → πˇ1(M,m0)/K has
empty interior, then MK is not locally path-connected.
Proof. Let q :GP(M,m0) → MK and p :MK → M be the quotient maps.
(a) Since GP(M,m0) is metrizable, the space MK has a countable basis of entourages and we might as well use metric
reasoning in that case. It suﬃces to show p is a closed map (in the topological category). If p is not closed, there is
a sequence xn ∈ MK forming a closed subset of MK such that p(xn) converges to p(x0) but p(xn) = p(x0) for all n > 0.
Express xn as q(αn) and ﬁnd paths βn from p(xn) to p(x0) whose diameter tends to 0 as n → ∞. Put yn = q(αn ∗ βn) for
n > 0 and notice p(yn) = p(x0) (notice that every ordinary path induces naturally a uniform generalized path which we
usually denote by the same letter). Without loss of generality we may assume yn converges to y0 as p−1(p(x0)) is compact.
Since diameters of βn approach 0, y0 must be the limit of xn as well. Hence y0 = xn for some n > 0 and p(x0) = p(xn),
a contradiction.
(b) By a free uniform generalized loop generated by K we mean any loop of the form α−1 ∗ β ∗ α, where β ∈ K and
α is a uniform generalized path joining m0 to some x. The set T of free uniform generalized loops being H-invariant means
h˜(T ) ⊂ T for any h ∈ H (given a map of compacta f : X → Y , we denote by f˜ the induced function GP(X) → GP(Y ) —
see [4]).
Since πˇ1(M,m0)/K serves as the group of deck transformations of p, all we need to show is that for any uniform
generalized path α from m0 to some x = m0 there is a homeomorphism H of MK so that H(q(m0)) = q(α). Choose a
homeomorphism h of M sending m0 to x. Deﬁne H by H(q(β)) = q(α ∗ h˜(β)). H is well deﬁned exactly when T is H-
invariant. Indeed, if γ ∈ K , then α ∗ h˜(γ ∗ β) = α ∗ h˜(γ ) ∗ h˜(β) = α ∗ h˜(γ ) ∗ α−1 ∗ α ∗ h˜(β) and q(α ∗ h˜(γ ∗ β)) = q(α ∗ h˜(β))
as α ∗ h˜(γ ) ∗ α−1 ∈ K .
(c) Let us show ﬁrst that the elements of the ﬁber p−1(m0) can be joined by a path in MK to q(m0). Such element
corresponds to an element γ ∈ πˇ1(M,m0)/K . Since that group is Abelian, the homomorphism πˇ1(M,m0) → πˇ1(M,m0)/K
factorizes through the abelianization of πˇ1(M,m0), the ﬁrst Cˇech homology group Hˇ1(M) of M (see [6]). As Hˇ1(M) is the
image of the singular ﬁrst homology group H1(M) of M (see [7]) and H1(M) is the abelianization of π1(M,m0), we may
realize γ as a real loop in M . That loop lifts to a path in MK starting at q(m0) an ending in the desired element of p−1(m0).
If x ∈ M \ {m0}, we choose a path λ from x to m0 in M . Given an element y of p−1(x) we can lift λ to a path in MK
starting at y an ending in p−1(m0). That path can be continued to q(m0). That completes the proof of MK being path-
connected.
(d) If MK is locally path connected, there is a path connected neighborhood U of q(m0) in p−1(N). All the paths
in U from q(m0) to elements of p−1(m0) ∩ U generate loops in (N,m0) whose images via the composition πˇ1(N,m0) →
πˇ1(M,m0) → πˇ1(M,m0)/K form exactly (πˇ1(M,m0)/K ) ∩ U , a contradiction. 
5.1. Z -sets and 12 Z-circles
From now on let M be the Menger sponge. Recall a Z -set in M (see [3]) is a closed subset A of M such that the identity
map idM belongs to the closure of the set of maps f :M → M missing A. Notice any near-homeomorphism h :M → M sends
a Z -set of the form h−1(A) to a Z -set.
A subset C of M homeomorphic to the circle is called a 12 Z -circle if it has a Z -arc-resolution: there is a copy M1 of
the Menger sponge and an arc A1 that is a Z -set in M1 such that the pair (M,C) is obtained from (M1, A1) by gluing two
disjoint non-degenerate intervals B1 and C1 of A1. If q1 :M1 → M is the quotient map corresponding to gluing, notice every
sub-arc of C missing q1(B1) is a Z -set in M and none of sub-arcs of q1(B1) is a Z -set in M . Thus every 12 Z -circle C has
a speciﬁc structure in the form of the arc q1(B1) and the closure of its complement. Any homeomorphism between two
1
2 Z -circles preserving that structure will be called a
1
2 Z -homeomorphism.
The general strategy from now on is to follow the well-known scheme of things for Z -sets (homeomorphism extension
theorems) and apply it to 1 Z -circles via Z -arc-resolutions.2
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tion s1 :M → C . The composition g ◦ s1 :M → RP∞ , where g :C → RP∞ generates H1(C;Z/2), is the desired κC .
Lemma 5.2. κC remains the same regardless of the choice of the Z-arc-resolution and retraction r1 .
Proof. If r′1 :M1 → A1 is another retraction, it is homotopic to r1 rel. A1, so the induced retraction s′1 :M → C is homotopic
to s1.
Suppose another set of objects M2, A2, B2, C2, and r2 is given with the corresponding gluing denoted by q2 :M2 → M .
Notice q2(B2) = q1(B1) as every sub-arc of C missing q2(B2) is a Z -set in M and none of sub-arcs of q2(B2) is a Z -set in M .
Pick a homeomorphism h : B1 → B2 so that h ◦ q2 = q1, extend it over C1 to h :C1 ∪ B1 → C2 ∪ B2, and then to h : A1 → A2
(so that h ◦ q2 = q1). Finally, extend it to h :M1 → M2. Given a retraction r1 :M1 → A1 we can produce the corresponding
r2 :M2 → A2 as h ◦ r1 ◦ h−1 and notice r1 and r2 induce the same retraction M → C . 
Corollary 5.3. Suppose C is a 12 Z-circle in M. If h :M → M is a homeomorphism, then h(C) is a 12 Z-circle in M and κh(C) ◦ h = κC .
The proof of Lemma 5.2 yields another useful fact in conjunction with the standard extension of homeomorphism be-
tween Z -sets in M (see [3]).
Corollary 5.4. A homeomorphism between two 12 Z-circles in M extends to a homeomorphism of M onto M if and only if it is a
1
2 Z-homeomorphism.
With a bit more work one gets the following:
Corollary 5.5. Suppose g :C1 → C2 is a 12 Z-homeomorphism between two 12 Z-circles in M and h : A1 → A2 is a homeomorphism
of Z-sets in M, A1 ⊂ M \ C1 and A2 ⊂ M \ C2 . Given two countable dense sets D1 and D2 in M, D1 ⊂ M \ (C1 ∪ A1) and D2 ⊂
M \ (C2 ∪ A2), there is a homeomorphism H :M → M extending both g and h such that H(D1) = D2 .
Proof. By passing to Z -arc-resolutions of both C1 and C2 one reduces Corollary 5.5 to the case of Z -sets only in which case
one uses local pushes (see the proof of Fact 3 ⇒ Fact 1 in Lemma 5.8) utilizing the fact M has a basis of open sets U whose
boundary ∂(U ) is a Z -set in U ∪ ∂(U ). 
5.2. The construction of the group K
What we need is a large set of linearly independent elements κC of H1(M;Z/2). Notice that {κC(i)}ni=1 are linearly inde-
pendent if curves C(i) are mutually disjoint. Indeed, α =∑ni=1 κC(i) cannot be 0 as α | C(i) is the generator of H1(C(i);Z/2)
for each i.
As in [16] we choose a countable family of Z -arcs {Ai}∞i=1 in M that forms a null-set (that means only ﬁnitely many of
them have diameter bigger than a given  for any  > 0), such that
⋃∞
i=1 Ai is dense in M and we use those arcs to form
a quotient map q :M → M ′ by gluing two sub-arcs of each Ai in order to get a 12 Z -circle Ci . In comparison to [16] the
technique of near-homeomorphisms is very handy here: using Bestvina’s characterization [3] of M as a locally connected
continuum that has disjoint arc property, one can easily see that performing ﬁnitely many gluing operations yields a Menger
sponge again. For inﬁnite set of gluing operations one forms Mn as the result of contracting arcs Ai , i > n, to points and
then gluing parts of arcs Ai , i  n. One has a natural projection Mn+1 → Mn that is UV0, hence a near-homeomorphism.
Consequently, the inverse limit of those projections (which is M ′) is homeomorphic to M .
Deﬁnition 5.6. Given a family F = {C(s)}s∈S of mutually disjoint 12 Z -circles of M deﬁne the following objects:
(1) L(F) is the set of all loops f : S1 → M such that κC(s) ◦ f is null-homotopic for all s ∈ S .
(2) H(F) is the group of all homeomorphisms h so that h(L(F)) ⊂ L(F) (by h(L(F)) we mean loops of the form h ◦ f ,
f ∈ L(F)).
(3) The group K (F) consists of all uniform generalized loops in πˇ1(M,m0) whose image in Hˇ1(M) is represented by a loop
f ∈ L(F).
(4) T (F) is the set of free uniform generalized loops of K (F).
Notice that elements of T (F), after being sent to Hˇ1(M), are represented by exactly the same loops f ∈ L(F), so T (F)
being H(F)-invariant is easy.
Lemma 5.7. IfF forms a null-set, then K (F) is closed and πˇ1(M,m0)/K (F) is compact Abelian. Moreover, if
⋃
s∈S C(s) is dense in M,
then for any proper closed subset N of M containing m0 the image of the composition πˇ1(N,m0) → πˇ1(M,m0) → πˇ1(M,m0)/K (F)
has empty interior.
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of πˇ1(α) : πˇ1(M,m0) → πˇ1(RPS , c0) = Hˇ1(RPS ), so it suﬃces to show Hˇ1(α) : Hˇ1(M) → Hˇ1(RPS ) being epimorphic. That
follows from continuity of Hˇ1(α) and the fact ﬁnite unions of images of loops C(s) form a dense subset of Hˇ1(RPS ).
If N is proper, then inﬁnitely many sets C(t) are contained in M \ U , U a neighborhood of N . For any such t ∈ S
the image of πˇ1(N,m0) → πˇ1(M,m0) → πˇ1(M,m0)/K (F) =∏s∈S (Z/2)s has t-coordinate equal 0, hence cannot have non-
empty interior in
∏
s∈S (Z/2)s . 
Lemma 5.8. Suppose F = {C(s)}s∈S forms a null-set of mutually disjoint 12 Z-circles and
⋃
s∈S C(s) is dense in M. H(F) acts on M
transitively if any decomposition of M into some members of F and singletons yields M up to homeomorphism.
Proof. First observe any homeomorphism h that leaves
⋃
s∈S C(s) invariant belongs to H(F) (use Corollary 5.3), so
Lemma 5.8 follows from the following two facts:
Fact 1. Any two points x and y not belonging to
⋃
s∈S C(s) can be connected by such homeomorphism that is an identity on a given
Z-set A of M contained in M \⋃s∈S C(s) \ {x, y} (see an outline later on).
Fact 2. If x ∈ C(s0), then one can ﬁnd a homeomorphism h arbitrarily close to idM such that h(⋃s =s0 C(s)) =
⋃
s =s0 C(s) and h(x) /∈⋃
s∈S C(s) (see an outline later on).
Indeed, by Fact 2 one can make h so close to idM that κC(s0) and κC(s0) ◦ h are homotopic resulting in h(L(F)) ⊂ L(F).
Fact 2 is actually a consequence of Fact 1 as follows. Let D be the decomposition of M into C(s), s = s0, and singletons
with the resulting quotient map q :M → M/D . Since M/D is homeomorphic to M , one can ﬁnd a closed neighborhood
B ≈ M in M/D of q(x) whose boundary ∂B is a Z -set in B and is contained in q(M \⋃s =s0 C(s)). Now A = q−1(∂B) is a
Z -set in q−1(B) ≈ M , so using Fact 1 we can ﬁnd a homeomorphism h of M ﬁxing M \ int(q−1(B)) permuting those C(s)
that are contained in q−1(B). That homeomorphism can be made as close as possible to idM by adjusting the size of B .
Fact 1 can be reduced to:
Fact 3. Suppose A and B are 12 Z-circles in M and h1 : A → B is a 12 Z-homeomorphisms. Let M1 = M/A and M2 = M/B. Given any
homeomorphism g :M1 → M2 sending A/A to B/B and given any neighborhood U of B/B there is a homeomorphism h :M → M
coinciding with g outside of g−1(U ) so that h | A = h1 . Moreover, if D A is a countable dense set in M \ A and DB is a countable dense
set in M \ B and g(DA) = DB , we can accomplish h(DA) = DB .
Let us show Fact 3 ⇒ Fact 1. Let M0 be the decomposition of M into C(s), s ∈ S , and singletons. Let D0 be the image
of
⋃
s∈S Cs in M0 via the quotient map q0 :M → M0. D0 is a countable set, so there is a homeomorphism h0 :M0 → N0 = M0
satisfying h0(q0(x)) = q0(y), h0 | q0(A) = id, and h0(D0) = D0. Assume S is the set of natural numbers and let Mn be the
quotient of M via the decomposition of M into C(s), s > n, and singletons. Let qn :M → Mn be the quotient map and let
Dn = qn(⋃sn C(s)). Let qn+1n :Mn+1 → Mn be the natural quotient map. We want to create homeomorphisms hn :Mn → Nn
for n  2, where Nn is the decomposition of M into C(t1), . . . ,C(tn) and singletons. We have analogous quotient maps
pn :M → Nn and pn+1n :Nn+1 → Nn , and analogous countable dense sets En in Nn , so we require hn(Dn) = En and pnn−1 ◦ hn
is n-close to hn−1 ◦ qnn−1, where {n}n1 is going to be constructed to ensure convergence of hn to a homeomorphism
h :M → M (see [1] or [5]). Moreover, we want hn(qn(⋃s∈S C(s))) = pn(
⋃
s∈S C(s)) and hn(qn(x)) = pn(y).
hn is obtained by picking a small (of diameter less than
n−1
2 ) neighborhood B ≈ M of the point hn−1(qn−1(C(n))) so
that the boundary ∂B of B is a Z -set in B and does not intersect pn−1(
⋃
s∈S C(s)). Let tn be the element of S satisfying
hn−1(qn−1(C(n))) = pn−1(C(tn)). Put B ′ = h−1n−1(B). On the set (qnn−1)−1(B ′) we construct (using Corollary 5.5) a homeomor-
phism sending
(1) the boundary of (qnn−1)−1(B ′) to the boundary of (pnn−1)−1(B) as determined by hn−1,
(2) qn(C(n)) onto pn(C(tn)) via a 12 Z -homeomorphism,
(3) Dn ∩ (qnn−1)−1(B ′) onto En ∩ (pnn−1)−1(B),
and then we patch it with the lift of hn−1. 
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